CHAIN THEORIES AND THEIR DERIVED HOMOLOGY
R. O. BURDICK, P. E. CONNER AND E. E. FLOYD

In this note we shall prove that the generalized homology theory
known as oriented bordism [l] cannot be derived from an underlying
chain theory. This will follow from our main theorem which characterizes those generalized homologies which arise from chain theories.
Consider a covariant functor L from the category of finite CW-pairs
to the category of chain complexes. For each finite CW-pair (X, A) we
thus have the chain complex

L(X, A): ■ ■■ *-Ln_x(X, A)*-Ln(X, A)*and for each map/:

(X, A)—>(F, B) we have a chain map L(f): L(X,A)

—>L(F, B) of degree 0. We denote L(J) by ft; also L(X, 0) is denoted
by L(X). We call L a chain theory if
(1) for each finite CW-pair

(X, A) the sequences

0 -> Ln(A) -> Ln(X) -> Ln(X, A)^0
are all exact,
(2) the derived homology functor is a generalized homology theory.
By (2) we mean that the derived homology functor satisfies the
Eilenberg-Steenrod
axioms except possibly for the dimension axiom.
We now state our principal result.

Theorem.

Let Lbea chain theory and set hn(X, A) =Hn(L(X,

A)), hn

= hn(pt). Then for each finite CW-pair (X, A),

hn(X,A)~

£

Hp(X,A;hq)

p+q=n

where Hp(X, A; hq) denotes singular homology with coefficients hq.
Furthermore, this isomorphism is a natural equivalence of homology
theories.
Thus the derived homology theory is uniquely determined
by its
coefficient groups fe,(pt), and is always trivial. In particular it will
follow that oriented bordism cannot be derived from an underlying
chain theory.
Our proof is an exercise in the use of acyclic models; for the appropriate definitions we refer to Eilenberg-MacLane
[2] and to Spanier
[3, p. 165]. We shall need the following variant of acyclic models.
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Definition.
A space M is point-like with respect to L if and only if
e: M—->ptinduces an isomorphism e*: /j*(lf)~fc|,.
We denote by 2ft a collection of point-like models.
Lemma 1. Let K and L be chain theories and W a collection of models,
point-like with respect to L. Suppose that each functor K„ is representable

by the models Iffland that there is an integer N with K„ = 0 for all n<N,
then any chain mapf: i£(pt)—>L(pt) can be extended to a natural transformation of K—>L, assigning to each (X, A) a chain map F: K(X, A)

—>L(X,A) of degree 0.
Suppose

for each (X, A) and for each p with p<n

there have been

defined homomorphisms F: KP(X, A)^>LP(X, A) such that
(1) dF=Fd on each KP(X, A),

(2) if (j>:(X, A)^>(Y, B) is a map then <j>fF=F<l>i,
(3) F=f on Kp(pt).
We must define F on each Kn(X, A); first we define F on Kn(M)

for

MEM.
For each ikfGSD? select a base point x0E:M and let Kq(M)~

denote

the kernel of et: Kq(M)—>Kq(x0); similarly define Lq(M)~. In view of
(2) above, F(KP(M))" C.LP{M)' for p <n. There is the diagram
Kn(M)'

-> Kn_x(M) ■ -> Kn_2(M) -

IF

IF

Ln(M) - -> Ln-x(M) - -* LB_2(M) -.

Since M is point-like with respect to K, then iIB_i(L(M))~ =0 and
the bottom

row is exact. Hence

Im(Fd: Kn(M)- -» Ln-x(M)Y C Im(d: Ln(M)- -» Ln^(M))-.
Since Kn is representable,
then Kn(M) and also Kn(M)~
thus there exists a homomorphism
F: Kn(M) —*Ln{M)

commutativity

are free,
so that

holds in the above diagram.

Note that we may consider

F: Kn(x<y)-^Ln(xo) as given since F=f.

We shall obtain splittings

K(M) = K(M)- © K(x0),
and we define F: K(M)~—>L(M)~
F: Kn{MY -* Ln(M)-,

The splittings
are obtained
it(K(x0)) with K(x0). We

L(M) = L(M)- © £(*„)
as the direct sum of
F: Kn(x0) -> Ln(x0).

by considering
i: x0—>Af, identifying
thus obtain F: Kn(M)->Ln{M)
with

Fd=dF.
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We extend F to all K„(X) in the following standard
way. Let
Kn(Xy be the free abelian group generated by all pairs (0, m) where
0: M—>X is a map of a model into X and m£zKn(M).
There is the
natural transformation
$: Kn(X)
-^Kn(X)
given by (0, m)—>4>t(m).
By the assumption
of representability
there is a ST':Kn(X)—±Kn(X)*,

which is natural,

with $* = identity. We define F~:Kn(X)~->Ln(X)

by
F(<b,m)~ = <b§F(m),

F: Kn(X)^>Ln(X) by F"¥. The reader may show that dF~ = Fd$.
To obtain

F: Kn(X, A)—>Ln(X, A) we simply complete

the diagram

0->Kn(A) -*Kn(X) ->Kn(X, A)-*0

F[

Fl

i

0 -> Ln(A) -> Ln(X) -+ Ln(X, A)-*0
By induction

over n, Lemma 1 is thus proved.

Lemma 2. Fix a chain theory L and an integer n, then there exist
natural transformations
Hm(X, A;hn)^>

hm+n(X, A)

defined for all pairs (X, A) and all m such that i?o(pt; hn)~hn(pt).
Let S(X, A) denote the singular chain complex of (X, A) and recall
that each Sn(X) is representable
with model the standard w-simplex.
We shall consider a free chain complex C and associate with each pair

(X, A) the chain complex S(X, A)®C. Then (S(X)®C)n is seen to
be representable
with models the set of standard
simplices. By the
homotopy axiom for h(X) =H(L(X)),
the standard simplex is pointlike with respect to L. If there exists an integer N with C„ = 0 for
n<N, then it follows from Lemma 1 that a given chain map

f: 5(pt) ® C -> Z-(pt)
can be extended

to

F:S(X, A) ®C-+L(X,A).
We shall now choose the complex C. Let the abelian group hn(pt)
have free resolution

0 <- A„(pt) <- F0 <-/?!<- 0
and then take C to be the chain complex

C: • • • <-0*-

(C„ = F„) *- (CB+1= Fx)+-0-
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now the diagram

0«--A»(pt)«-F0<-Fi*-0

0 <- *,(pt) <- Z,(L(pt)) «- 5„(X(pt)) «- 0.
Here 0B, y„, 6n+x are chosen so that the diagram commutes.
results a chain map 9: C—*L(pt) such that 0*: Hn(C)~hn(pt).

There
Natu-

rally Hi(C) =0, *V«.
We now choose the chain map /: 5(pt)®C—>L(pt).
Recall that
5i(pt) is an infinite cyclic group with a preferred generator ek for

k^O. Define

4>:S(pt) ® C->C
by (p{ek®c) =0, k>0,

(p(eo<S>c)=c. Then <£is a chain equivalence.

/=
then/*:

#„(S(pt)

Let

0</>:S(pt)<g>
C->Z(pt)

® C)~r7B(C)~/z„(pt).

We need now only verify the

well-known fact that

Hm+n(S(X, A) ® C) ~ ff„,(X, ^; /;„)•
This is clear since the derived

Hi(S(pt)®C)=Q

homology

functor

for tVn, i7B(S(pt) ®C)~/j„(pt)

Steenrod uniqueness theorem can be applied.
Our main theorem follows easily from Lemma
natural transformations

£

of S(X, A)®C

has

and the Eilenberg2. For there exists

HP(X, A;hq)-+hm(X,A).

p+q=m

For X = pt and A empty this is easily seen to be an isomorphism
for
each m. But if a natural transformation
of homology theories is an
isomorphism on the coefficient groups in each dimension it is then an
isomorphism for each finite CW-pair (X, A). The theorem follows.
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